The Reading Professor frequently receives queries about the Journal’s guidelines. They are printed below for the convenience of prospective authors.

**The Reading Professor Guidelines for Authors**

The Reading Professor is a peer-reviewed electronic publication forum for Professors of Literacy and Teacher Education (PLTE). The Editorial Board members welcome the submission of research papers that address aspects of literacy instruction at all levels. Authors are encouraged to submit articles directed toward the improvement of reading instruction. *The Reading Professor* publishes instructional practices, innovative strategies, historical research, course development information, and book reviews.

**Requirements and Evaluation**

- Authors must be members of the Special Interest Group Professors of Literacy and Teacher Education and the International Literacy Association.

- The first author should submit a cover letter that includes contact information of author(s), and a statement verifying that the manuscript currently is not under consideration for publication by another journal.

- The first author should submit the manuscript via an e-mail attachment to johnsob3@stjohns.edu

- Manuscripts should be double-spaced (including references) and must follow the format of the *Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association* (6th ed.). Manuscripts that do not follow APA Style will not be sent out for review.

- Manuscripts should be limited to approximately 20 pages in length (including references).

- Authors’ names should appear only on the cover letters.

- Avoid inclusion of the authors’ identities in any portion of the manuscript to ensure an impartial review.

- Manuscripts are evaluated by at least three reviewers; authors’ names are not revealed to the reviewers.

- Manuscripts are evaluated in terms of significance of topic, clarity of communication, overall organization, methodology (if appropriate), interpretation of information, and aptness for the Journal.

- Decisions about publication usually are reached within two months, but this is not always possible due to workloads. Reviewers’ decisions are final.

- Accepted manuscripts may be edited due to space requirements.